
“The Glass Menagerie” Notes 
 
 
Character List 
 
Amanda Wingfield 
Once a Southern belle who was the darling of her small town's social scene, Amanda is now an abandoned wife 
and single mother living in a small apartment in St. Louis. She dreams of her past and of her daughter's future, 
but seems unwilling to recognize the painful harsh realities of the present. She is a loving mother, but her 
demands make life difficult for Laura and unbearable for Tom. Amanda finally senses Tom's stirrings to leave 
and makes a deal with him - that if he can find a suitable replacement for himself in the form of a husband for 
Laura, then he can disappear for good. In all reality, then, Amanda is holding her son hostage - threatening his 
future in order to ensure her own. 

 
Laura Wingfield 
Crippled from childhood, Laura walks with the aid of a leg brace. Laura is painfully shy, unable to face the 
world outside of the tiny Wingfield apartment. She spends her time polishing her collection of tiny glass 
animals, her "glass menagerie." Her presence is almost ghostly, and her inability to connect with others outside 
of her family makes her dependent on Tom and Amanda. Jim's nickname for her, "Blue Roses," suggests both 
her odd beauty and her isolation, as blue roses exist nowhere in the real world. She is in many ways like Rose, 
Tennessee Williams' real-life sister. As a parallel to Rose, then, Laura becomes helpless and impossibly passive 
- rendered to a fate entirely dictated by Tom's own decisions. Laura's passivity, meanwhile, incurs a tremendous 
amount of guilt and repressed rage in Tom, who has trouble leaving as long as he thinks of his sister. 

 
Tom Wingfield 
Tom is an aspiring poet who works in the Continental Shoemakers warehouse. He is the narrator of the play and 
the action of the play is framed by Tom's memory. Tom loves his mother and sister, but he feels trapped at 
home. They are dependent on his wages and as long as he stays with them he feels he can never have a life of 
his own. Nightly, he disappears to "go to the movies." As the play continues, Tom feels increasingly imprisoned 
and his mother begins to sense his stirrings. She makes him a deal - as long as he finds a husband for Laura, he's 
free to escape. But Tom is trapped by his own guilt for leaving and his own repressed rage for being put in a 
position where his freedom comes at the expense of his own conscience. 

 
Jim O'Connor 
Jim is the long-awaited gentleman caller for Laura - and the supposed prospect for her matrimony. He is 
outgoing, enthusiastic, and believes in self-improvement. He kisses Laura and raises her hopes that they might be 
together, before he finally reveals to her that he is engaged. Tom describes him as a person more connected 
to the real world than any of the other characters, but Jim is also a symbol for the "expected something that we 
live for." 
 
Glossary of Terms 
 
discreet 
showing prudence or circumspection 

eloquent 
well-spoken 



Glossary of Terms Continued 
 
gallant 
brave, noble, chivalrous 

gesticulate 
to gesture 

imperious 
dominating in a haughty manner 

incandescant 
glowing 

inducted 
introduced into office 

insolence 
rudjaunty 
easy and sprightly 

jonquils 
Southern name for daffodils 

Menagerie 
collection of wild or unusual animals 

monogrammed 
stitched with initials 

motley 
assorted, mismatched, varied 

paragon 
a model of excellence 

portieres 
heavy curtain hung across a doorway 

querulous 
full of complaints 

slacken 
to looseneness 

solitary 
alone 

stumblejohn 
a mild exclamation used to show anger 

supercilious 
disdainful or contemptuous 

tenement 
a run-down and overcrowded apartment house 

turgid 
inflated, overblown 

veranda 
balcony 

 



victrola 
a brand of phonograph 

vivacity 
liveliness 

 
Major Themes 
 
Escape 
Tom wishes to escape from his life, just as the magician escaped from the coffin. He is most impressed by the 
magician's ability to escape without destroying the box or removing a single nail, and he marvels that anyone 
can accomplish such a feat. Tom's goal is to likewise extricate himself from his life without damage to the 
coffin that is his family – Amanda and Laura make him feel buried alive – but in the end this turns out to be 
impossible. Tom escapes, but he remains haunted by the memory, a bent nail forever poking at his conscience. 
Laura and Amanda, on the other hand, have no possibility of escape - they are both trapped in that coffin by 
financial insecurity and lack of social opportunity, but Amanda feels it most acutely because it is she who has 
known and can imagine the outside world. Ultimately, Tom realizes that escape cannot come without an internal 
price - that there is no such thing as freedom without a terrible cost. 

 
Responsibility to Family 
The principal tension in the Wingfield family is responsibility – who is accountable for, and to whom. Tom 
struggles the most with his role as the breadwinner and caretaker of the family, as it keeps him from expressing 
himself and living his own life. But Amanda also feels the strain of having a daughter that she will always have 
to care for, and this is the fear that motivates her desperate search for a husband on which to foist Laura. Mr. 
Wingfield escapes his responsibility by running away without a trace, while Laura, on the other side of the 
spectrum, is responsible only for her little glass animals, leaving Tom and Amanda to carry the weight. Try as 
Tom might, this responsibility is not something easily shirked. Although he ceases to be responsible for his 
family when he leaves them, he never stops feeling responsible to them. 

 
Abandonment 
Each member of the Wingfield family has experienced abandonment. As a unit, they were all abandoned by Mr. 
Wingfield when he left the family, but this especially applies to Amanda – for her, being abandoned by her 
husband meant being abandoned by her childhood understanding of men and the world. Laura has been 
abandoned by the world at large, falling into her own quiet little rhythm outside the perimeter of everyday 
society. Jim, her one entrance into the real world, also deserts her, pushing her farther back into a hermetic 
existence. Finally, Tom fears being abandoned by his dreams and goals, and chooses instead to abandon his 
family the way his father did – becoming another looming absence in the Wingfield family, tantamount to the 
man whose portrait hovers over the sitting room. 

Illusions and Reality 
Amanda is caught up in the illusion of her genteel old Southern upbringing, which has taught her that a man will 
support a woman and that there are certain foolproof rules for snagging one. Her experience, however, proves 
this to the contrary - specifically, when her husband runs out on the family and leaves her to fend for herself, 
and later when Laura's shyness prevents her from normal socialization. Still, Amanda never stops believing that 
a gentleman will soon call upon her and make everything right. At the same time, she inflicts these illusions and 
reality on her children - insisting that if Tom finds a husband for Laura, it will take care of all their problems. 
The idea that Tom can solve all their problems with a replacement is itself an illusion, one that's quickly 
eradicated by reality once he brings home a caller for Laura. 

 



Memory 
The Glass Menagerie is a memory play, and Tom makes it clear from the beginning that we are seeing events 
through the lens of his memories, heightening emotions and drawing out significances as memories do. We are 
also privy, however, to memories within memories – the recollections of Amanda as she speaks of her girlhood, 
and her futile attempts to relive it. Even Jim is trapped in a cycle of memory, as he yearns to recapture the glory 
days of his high school career and becomes attached to those who remember him from that time. In the end, 
however, we are left with the haunting image of Tom's last memories, as he describes the figure of Laura 
following him through the rest of his guilt-stricken life. 

 


